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It was quite clear from my frst images. My tendency that is, to capture distortion within the picture frame. 
Whether it was handrails, the leading edges of eaves, wall surfaces, or concrete curbs they all slashed 
sharply across the photo surface, cutting it into angular shards. Once brought to my attention, this tendency 
bedeviled me. Everywhere I pointed my machinery I was caught in London’s lineaments lining its carved 
spaces. For this can be London: a web of lineaments prone to distortion. As an act of resignation, I wandered
this superstructure of architecture and wondered if it was possible to free myself from its perspectives. To 
free myself from London’s immersive control. Slowly I started to rotate, to reposition myself face to face with 
London’s deformed surfaces—think of rebar. I found when the picture plane was parallel to London’s walls 
it offered relief. So I captured this image and it fascinated me. It was also possible, I found, to once again 
rotate and reposition myself ever so slightly and shoot an image without getting caught in a full draw of a 
perspective. Because now I worked to exclude the lineaments that continued beyond the picture frame in 
such a manner as to deny full perspectival capture. On rare occasions, London’s ray of lineaments curved 
away from me not unlike an umbrella caught in the wind, releasing me totally from its photographic grip. 
So I captured this bending away of surface and lines and the resultant image is one of luring rather than of 
netting. Capturing London in forthright spatial, in not distorted, ways as it caught me was no longer my goal. 
Perhaps it was never my goal given my immediate frustration and boredom with this standard positioning, 
once it was brought to my attention. What is interesting is capturing London as it fronts you with the surface 
of real or imaginary space beyond.


